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Algebra 

Level 3 – Ex 3 

 

 
1. A piece of ribbon is cut into 3 different pieces. The first piece is half the length of the 

second piece. The third piece is 5n cm long and is 60 cm shorter than the original 

length of the ribbon. Find the total length of the first and third piece of the ribbon. 

(Give your answer in terms of n.) 

2. The figure below shows an isosceles triangle. The length of the longest side is 2 times 

its shorter side. Express the perimeter of the triangle in terms of z. 

 

  

3. A pencils cost 50¢. Yvonne bought d pencils and gave the cashier a $5-note. How 

much change did she receive? 

4. Rebecca has 4f sweets. Sarah has 2 times as many sweets as Rebecca and Tanya has 

10 more sweets than Sarah. 

(a) How many sweets did Tanya have? 

(b) They then decide to share their sweets equally. How many sweets did Rebecca 

have in the end? 

5. The total cost of a pair of shoes and a pair of sandals in $y. The pair of shoes cost $16 

more than the pair of sandals.  

(a) Find the cost of the pair of sandals in terms of y. 

(b) If y = 52, find the cost of the pair of shoes. 

6. Winston is now 24n years old. He is thrice as old as Dominique. Find their total age 4 

years ago. Express your answer in terms of n in the simplest form. 

24z cm 
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7. 120p stickers are shared among 4 boys and 8 girls. Each boy received 4 stickers. 

(a) How many stickers does each girl receive? 

 Express your answer in terms of p. 

(b) If p = 2, how many stickers did each girl receive? 

8. Among the 305 guests who opted for soft drinks at a birthday party, 10w guests were 

males. There were 65 more guests who opted for soft drinks than coffee.  
1

5
  of the 

guests who chose coffee were females. How many male guests, in terms of w, were 

there? 

9. Candice is n years old now. Joanna is twice as old as she is. Laura is 3 years older 

than Joanna.  

(a) How much older is Laura than Candice? Give your answer in terms of n. 

(b) If Candice is 11 years old now, how old was Laura 5 years ago? 

10. There were 30 pupils in a class. 2q of them were boys. Each girl donated $10 to 

charity and each boy donated $5. How much did they donate in total? Express your 

answer in terms of q. 

11. Kendra has 3m stickers. Kylie ha thrice as many stickers as Kendra. Kendall has 13 

stickers less than Kylie.  

(a) How many stickers do the girls have altogether in terms of m? 

(b) If m = 8, find the total number of stickers the 3 girls have. 

12. Mr Raj brought his wife and their 3 children to the zoo and paid a total of $k for their 

admission tickets. The cost of a child’s ticket was $12 cheaper than that of an adult’s 

ticket. How much does a child’s ticket cost? 
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